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ABSTRACT

We present five new absolutely calibrated continuous stellar spectra from 1.2 to 35/.tm, constructed as far

as possible from actual observed spectral fragments taken from the ground, the Kuiper Airborne

Observatory (KAO), and the IRAS Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS). These stars---fl Peg, a Boo, flAnd,

fl Gem, and or Hya--augment our already created complete absolutely calibrated spectrum for or Tau. All

these spectra have a common calibration pedigree. The wavelength coverage is ideal for calibration of many

existing and proposed ground-based, airborne, and satellite sensors. © 1995 American Astronomical

Society.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper of this series we have described a

consistent effort to provide absolutely calibrated broad- and

narrow-band infrared photometry based upon a carefully se-

lected, infrared-customized pair of stellar models for Vega

and Sirius, created by Kurucz, and absolutely calibrated by

Cohen et al. (1992a: hereafter referred to as Paper I). These

hot stellar models have been employed as reference spectra

to calibrate cool stars by the methods detailed by Cohen

et al. (1992, hereafter referred to as Paper II), and applied to

the K5III star, or Tau. This approach yields a valuable

infrared-bright secondary stellar standard with a calibration

pedigree directly traceable to our primary radiometric stan-

dard, namely, or CMa. This cool giant spectrum is totally

unlike any blackbody in its energy distribution, and is domi-

nated by the fundamental absorption and overtones of CO

and SiO. These molecular bands are common among cool

giants and supergiants (Cohen et al. 1992b; hereafter re-

ferred to as Paper III). By following identical procedures to

those described in Paper II, we have assembled spectra for

five other popular infrared "calibrators," namely fl Peg, a

Boo, flAnd, fl Gem, and or Hya. In this paper we (1) graphi-

cally illustrate the techniques involved in our process of

spectral assembly; (2) present all five newly built "compos-

ite" spectra, and discuss their calibration pedigrees; and (3)

from them derive magnitudes in several commonly used in-

frared passbands. We also discuss our adopted method for

extrapolation of stellar spectra to 35/zm in the absence of an

observed spectral fragment, or given only a noisy spectrum,

and vindicate the procedure using long-wavelength KAO

data by Glaccum (1990).

2. THE NEW COMPOSITE SPECTRA

Our methodology for creating a complete and continuous

composite spectrum from 1.2-35 tzm is precisely described

in Paper II. By exactly following the procedures laid down

there we have been able to construct several more compos-

ites for /3 Peg (M2.5II-III, and the latest type we have

treated), or Boo (KIlII), fl And (MOIII), fl Gem (KOIII), and

a Hya (K3II-III), in chronological order of actual construc-

tion. In some cases, earlier composites have been replaced by

subsequent and better products, as we have acquired new and

higher signal-to-noise spectral fragments either from the

KAO (-5-9 #m) or from the ground (-7.5-13 tzm). Cohen

& Davies (1995, Paper V in this series) separately assess the

calibration pedigree of the UKIRT CGS3 spectrometer that

has provided most of our 10/.tm spectra. Table 1 will serve

as a guide to the currently available and most reliable com-

posites and models for the eight stars within our calibration

context.

We emphasize the following key points concerning spec-

trum assembly.

(i) We define flux density calibrations only for filters with

known transmission profiles scanned at their cold operating
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TABLE 1. Model and composite spectra currently available.

Star Spectral type Date of assembly

c_ Lyr A0 V July 23, 1991

a CMa A1 V July 29, 1991

(_ Tau

Peg
Boo

fl And

/_ Gem

Hya

K5 III

M2.5 II-III

K1 III

M0 III

K0 III

K3 II-III

March 5, 1992

March 10, 1992

April 28, 1993

October 15, 1993

September 12, 1994

December 12, 1994

points, and we incorporate the effects of terrestrial site-

specific transmission through the atmosphere, and of detector

quantum efficiency.

(ii) We use photometry from the literature only if errors

and magnitudes of standard stars are given so we can calcu-

late the relevant "zero point offsets" (i.e., we define Vega to

have zero magnitude at all infrared wavelengths; others may

not do so, thereby creating an "offset" from zero in their

system relative to our own).

(iii) All fragments are calibrated by multiplying the ob-

served ratios of matched airmass spectra of a cool star and a

reference star (Sirius or Vega) by the calibrated Kurucz hot

star model, after convolution with a Gaussian that represents

the combined effects of the instrumental profile with the ac-

tual spectral observations (cf. Appendix B and Fig. 14 of

Wooden et al. 1993).

(iv) We stress independent photometric calibration of ev-

ery possible spectral fragment by all possible filters whose

passbands are entirely contained within the observed frag-
ment.

(v) In the regions of overlap of two independent spectral

fragments, both are combined using inverse variance weight-

ing.

(vi) No fragment is ever changed in shape (except where

it overlaps another fragment), only shifted in the absolute

level.

(vii) The order of operations (Paper II) is logical but not

important to the end product: we normalize the 1-5 p,m

fragment to near-infrared photometry; we separately but

identically treat the 7.5-13/zm fragment using narrow band

photometry in the 10/zm region; we splice the LRS 7.7-22.7

p.m spectrum to the higher resolution CGS3 10 hem fragment

(degrading the resolution of the CGS3 spectrum to match

that of the LRS before splicing); we doubly splice the KAO

5-9/.tm fragment to both the radiometrically calibrated 1-5

and 8-23/zm pieces; we then splice other long wave frag-

ments to the long-wavelength observations.

We illustrate the following three primary procedures ex-

plicitly. (Note that in our graphics we make use of h4Fh vs h

plots; these mitigate the intrinsically very steep falloff of

stellar continua and enable us to display spectral fragments

linearly for clarity.)

(viii) Normalization of a fragment with respect to

photometry--Fig. 1 shows the Strecker et al. (1979, hereaf-

ter referred to as SEW) a Tau fragment placed relative to the
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Fro. 1. Strecker et aL (1979) 1.2-5.5 ,urn KAO fragment for a Tau located
with respect to photometry (Kn, Ln, M). The _+HWHMs of the relevant

passbands are plotted. The short dashed line (barely distinguishable from the

solid) is the SEW fragment; the solid line is the result of scaling it by 1.003
to fit this photometry.

Selby et aL (1988) "Kn" and "Ln" points, and the UKIRT

(Deacon 1991) "M" point. The multiplier for the fragment is

the inverse variance weighted result of simultaneously

matching (in a least-squares sense) the three in-band flux

ratios (KnLnM) defined from the a Tau fragment ratioed to

the a Lyr calibrated model (Paper I). The short-dashed line

represents the SEW fragment (after correction to the context

of our 1991 Kurucz Vega model and for the influence of the

potential nonlinearity in wavelength in the SEW longest filter

wheel: cf. Figs. 5 and 6 of Paper II); solid line, barely per-

ceptibly different from the solid (the scale factor applied was

1.003), is our rescaled version of the SEW spectrum.

(ix) A single-sided splice--in Fig. 2, the UKIRT CGS3
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FIo. 2. A single-sided splice of the IRAS LRS spectrum of a Tau with the
higher resolution UKIRT CGS3 spectrum (long-dashed-short-dashed line),

which was previously "locked" to photometry from UKIRT ([8.7], [11.7]).
The short-dashed line is the original LRS fragment; the solid line is the LRS
scaled by 0.95. Note the close accord of the shapes of the rescaled LRS

spectrum and the ground-based CGS3 spectrum. Deacon's (1991) photom-
etry is included (along with the -HWHMs of the passbands).
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Fla. 3. Double-sided splice of the KAO fragment of a Tau to the radiometri-
cally calibrated 1.2-5.5 and 7.5-22.7 ,u.m pieces. The KAO fragment fits
between the other two; the unscaled KAO portion is the short-dashed 5-9
/zm piece; the solid line is the same fragment scaled by 1.022. All the
photometry used to assemble the complete o_Tau spectrum appears here,
together with the passband _+HWHMs.

fragment is first "locked" to the [8.7] and [11.7] magnitudes
shown in this figure (rescaling by 1.039) then a Tau's origi-

nal LRS spectrum (short dashed line) is spliced to the CGS3

spectrum giving the solid line (the multiplier was approxi-

mately 0.95). Note that the higher resolution CGS3 spectrum
was first degraded to match the LRS in resolution, before

splicing. This figure details the region of overlap between
these two fragments.

(x) A double-sided splice_in Fig. 3, a Tau's KAO spec-

trum is inserted between the radiometrically calibrated near-

and mid-infrared spectra, simultaneously minimizing differ-

ences in the pair of jointly overlapping wavelength regions in

a least-squares sense. The multiplier here is 1.022, moving

the KAO fragment from the short dashed line to the solid
line.

Figure 4 presents all six cool stellar composites in the
form of absolute log(h4Fx) plots against log(h). In each spec-

trum, the __.lty error range is indicated. Note that, for a Tau,

the entire 1.2-35 /zm range was spanned by observations

through the fortuitous efforts of Glaccum (1990) who ob-

tained 16-35/zm KAO spectra, which usefully extended the

typical observation limit of 22.7/zm of the LRS instrument,

or _24/.tm from UKIRT CGS3 long-wavelength spectros-

copy from Mauna Kea. No other star among our composites

has such a long-wavelength KAO fragment although occa-

sionally we can extend the LRS range slightly using CGS3
data from 16 to 24 #m. Therefore, we need a method of

extrapolation beyond the 20/zm domain.
After careful examination of all our spectral fragments,

and of a number of model atmospheres for a Tau built by D.

Carbon (1994), we decided to adopt the Engelke (1992)

function as an extrapolator for the stellar continuum. The

long dashed curves in Fig. 4 represent the relevant Engelke

functions for the five composites. This analytic approxima-
tion to real stellar continua was derived assuming that the

dominant source of infrared continuum opacity in these cool

giant stars is H- free-free. The intensive CRAY computa-

tions of a Tau's atmosphere by Carbon (1994) demonstrate

that the Engelke function is a reasonably good approxima-

tion to the theoretical continuum at all wavelengths between

2 and 35/zm (it lies within ___+5% of the full-blown calcu-

lation). It is pertinent to ask whether we have substantive

evidence that real stars behave in the way suggested by any

of these models or approximations. Giaccum (1990) has ob-

served the spectra of two normal stars (not known variables

and without dust shells) between 16 and 35 /zm from the

KAO. Both the Engelke function and the CRAY models rep-

resent quite well the observed continuum in a Tau (Fig. 14 of

Paper II; Fig. 5 of Paper III) and in the M3.5III y Cru (Fig.

5). The importance of these KAO measurements is that their

calibrational pedigree is entirely independent of any aspect
of stars and their behavior. It is founded on observations and

models for Uranus and Mars (cf. Moseley et al. 1989). Paper

II illustrates the observed featureless and Rayleigh-Jeans

character (flat in h4Fx space) of the a Tau spectrum as far as

35 Arm. Figure 5 demonstrates the same behavior for y Cru,

comparing the observed LRS and Glaccum KAO spectra

with the shape of the Engelke function for this star. These

long-wavelength KAO spectra materially strengthen our be-
lief in the validity of these flat extrapolations of stellar spec-
tra in the limited domain over which we use them (10-35

/zm at most). By splicing Engelke functions to the actual

composite observations longward of the SiO fundamental

(typically, between about 12 and 22 #m), we can establish

the flux density level of this spectral approximation, and

hence estimate the stellar angular diameter.

We have also chosen to substitute this best-fitting Engelke

function for noisy LRS and/or 20/zm CGS3 data when ap-

propriate. Figure 6 exemplifies this substitution process for fl
And where both LRS and long-wave CGS3 fragments are

available, but both are noisy in this amplified portrayal in a

h4Fx plot. There is no meaningful overlap between the two

fragments; i.e., the 20 #m CGS3 fragment is unconstrained
in the absolute level. The Engelke function seems to repre-

sent the shape of these two fragments very well. Even

though noisy, these observed spectra are fiat overall, or we

would not be justified in using this simplistic substitution.

(The same situation arises for fl Gem.)

The essential parameters for the Engelke function, namely

effective temperature and angular diameter, are initially fixed

by reference to the work of Blackwell et al. (1991). Te,_ is

never altered; only the angular diameter is (slightly) rescaled

when the Engelke function is spliced to our observed spectra.

We do, however, assign a conservative uncertainty of a few

percent to any usage of this approximation, driven largely by

the uncertainties in both Teer and angular diameter estimated

by Blackwell et al. (1991), but also taking note of the change

in infrared slope of the Engelke function engendered by the

uncertainty in stellar temperature. We note that Blackwell &

Lynas-Gray (1994) have recently recalibrated their narrow

band near-infrared photometry of bright stars to which they

apply the "Infrared Flux Method." They have redetermined

both Telf and angular diameter for many stars, including /3
Gem, where their new determination (8.03 milliarcsec [mas])
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FIG.4. All six cool stellar composites in the form of logarithmic plots of absolute h4F_, against k. In each spectrum, the __.1o"error bars arc indicated by the
pair of solid lines, with the mean spectrum represented by the short-dashed line. The long-dashed line is the best-fitting Engelke approximation. (a) a Tau; (b)
fl Peg; (c) a Boo; (d) B And; (e) _8 Gem; and (tOa Hya.

agrees very well with our own, via normalization of an En-

gelke function (8.07 mas).

These functions play a useful role in all five new stellar

composites, to varying degrees, depending essentially on the

quality of the longest-wavelength LRS data. Table 2 summa-

rizes details of these substitutions in our composites (or, for

the completely observed a Tau, the value of the best-fitting

Engelke function for the overall spectrum, even though one

is not used in the actual spectrum assembly). Of those mol-

ecules that one would incorporate into a full model atmo-

sphere calculation, only CO 2 might be relevant and has any

strong absorption bands between about 12 /zm (by which
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FIo. 5. The two independently calibrated long-wavelength fragments of the

mid-M giant, */Cru. The shorter spectrum is from the IRAS LRS; the longer
from Olaccum's (1990) work. In spite of the noise (note that a X4F_ plot acts

as an amplifier of any inherent noise), one definitely sees indications in these
axes of a sustained "flat" spectrum out to 35 Izm, as for a Tau; i.e., a

Rayleigh-Jeans character.

wavelength the SiO fundamental has essentially disappeared

at our relatively low resolution) and 35 /an. However, its

expected abundance in these cool giants is orders of magni-

tude below those of CO and SiO. It is, therefore, very plau-

sible that a pure continuum extrapolation of these composites

is justified at long wavelengths. While the Engelke function

matches the continuum regions of our warmest star (fl Gem)

very well and those of our coolest (fl Peg) most poorly (Fig.

4), we see no overall systematics with respect to effective

temperature. These functions seem to fit all these cool giants

equally though they are at best only approximations at the 3¢r

level, sometimes above and at other times below the ob-

served continua. There is a tendency for the function that

best fits the long wavelengths to fall significantly below the

tO
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FIG.6. The two observed, but noisy, long-wavelength fragments of/3 And

and the Engelke function used as their substitute. The portion from 8 to
about 17 p.m is the LRS which was truncated due to high noise beyond 17

/.tin; that longward of about 17.5 p.m represents the useful part of a UKIRT
CGS3 spectrum in the 16-24 t.tm range.
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TABLE2. Eagelke functions used in, or relevant to, composite spectra.

Star Effective Temperature Angular diameter

(K) milliarcsec

a Tau

fl Peg

a Boo

/3 And

fl Gem
a Hya

3898

36OO

4362

3839

4866

4141

21.32

16.98

20.80

13.71

8.07

9.27

near-infrared continua, perhaps reflecting the fact that the

approximation is strictly valid only in the context of solar-

type stars. In these cooler objects, one might well expect H-

free-free opacity to lose its dominating influence to molecu-

lar opacity.

3. NEW SPECTRAL FRAGMENTS

All the new spectral fragments incorporated into this pa-

per were secured with one or more of the following instru-

ments: the NASA-Ames "SIRAS" (Short-Wavelength In-

frared Array Spectrometer; Wooden 1989), "FOGS" (Faint

Object Grating Spectrometer; Witteborn & Bregman 1984),

or "HIFOGS" (High-efficiency Infrared Faint Object Grat-

ing Spectrometer; Wittebom et al. 1995) on the KAO or with

the NASA 1.5 m Mount Lemmon telescope; or the CGS3

spectrometer on the 3.8 m UKIRT. The Ames spectrometers

are doubly sampled by using two different grating settings

spaced a few detectors apart to achieve Nyquist sampling

and to provide coverage of occasional dead detectors. CGS3

is either doubly or triply sampled, likewise to achieve the full

theoretical resolution. For the CGS3 fragments (cf. Cohen &

Davies 1995) we have always stressed close matching of

airmasses between the target (cool) star and the hot reference

object (Sirius or Vega). From the KAO we cannot always

exert such control over stellar airmasses at the time of obser-

vation due to the relative brevity and constraints of the actual

observing time at altitude. Therefore, we remove the residual

effects of the terrestrial atmosphere (particularly important

from 5-8 p.m)post facto from the spectra, through use of

precomputed standard atmospheric transmission curves rel-

evant to different amounts of precipitable water vapor (cur-

rently between 6 and 12 /zm). Actual water vapor is mea-

sured on each flight with a radiometer. These transmissions

are calculated using Lord's (1992) ATRAN tool.

One of the goals of our overall effort has been to provide

a composite spectrum for every cool giant spectral type.

Therefore, we have for some time been trying to secure ob-

servations of a K3 IIl. SEW provide coverage in the 1.2-5.5

/.,m range for only yl And, of type K3-IIb, but we have never

been able to acquire adequate 5-9 _m data of this star. How-

ever, a Hya (K3 II-III) was frequently observed during

KAO expeditions to New Zealand to monitor SN 1987A, and

Sirius was usually observed on the same flights. Conse-

quently, we have elected to construct a composite for a Hya

whose NIR fragment is actually that of yl And, very closely

matched in type. In defense of this procedure we note that

the bias associated with the normalization of 2) And's NIR
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spectrum to the actual photometry of a Hya is only 0.50%

(Table 8), implying that these five photometric points for a

Hya accurately match the shape defined by this miniature

template.

4. PHOTOMETRY USED

Supporting photometry for these spectral assemblies

comes, as in Paper II, almost entirely from Deacon's (1991)

tabulations for the UKIRT M, 8.7 and 11.7 /zm passbands,

and from Selby et al. (1988) for the extremely valuable nar-

row band Kn and Ln measurements. All photometry that we

use to construct a composite appears in the individual infor-

mational header (see Tables 4-8). A final check is later per-

formed on each composite to see how well it fits all available

characterized filter photometry, as opposed to just the five

measurements already employed. Typically this involves

12-20 measurements between 1.6 and 25 /zm. The normal-

ization factors for each composite lie within ___0.004 of unity,

thereby validating the overall construct and ruling out con-

spicuous infrared photometric variability in any of these stars

within the period covered by the available characterized pho-

tometry. After construction we also integrate the composite

over all available combinations of filter and detector and

atmosphere that we have archived, thereby providing a re-

fined set of actual magnitudes (as opposed to those estimated

from the literature). Because of their widespread usefulness,

we have included a subset of these magnitudes in Table 3.

These refer strictly to the passbands characterized in Paper I

but will also represent the magnitudes (within 0.01-0.02

mag) at typical lower elevation sites. We can, of course, cre-

ate "customized" photometry for any triad of filter, detector,

and atmosphere given the actual system (or separate pass-

band) profile(s) measured cold.

It is important to distinguish between the photometry that

is instrumental in creating the complete spectrum, and that

used post facto to validate the composite spectrum. The

former includes two of the narrow bands created by Selby

et al. (1988), namely Kn and Ln, and three UKIRT bolom-

eter points for M, [8.7], and [11.7]. Due to the anchoring role

played by these filters, we discuss the out-of-band rejection

of these passbands, and give some history of the actual mag-

nitudes used for most of our stars.

It is the fundamental tenet of our calibration philosophy

that photometry produces the most accurate radiometric lev-

els while one tasks a spectrometer with providing accurate

spectral shapes. This belief stems from the all too frequent

usage with IR spectrometers of small apertures that cannot

capture all the light (cf. Cohen & Davies 1995), and from the

strong likelihood that different seeing conditions will prevail

while target and reference stars are being separately ob-

served. In Paper II we, therefore, developed a procedure of

using independently obtained and calibrated photometry to

normalize IR spectral shapes to their correct radiometric lev-

els. This tenet and our broad-wavelength, multifragment

method distinguish our approach from all other efforts in this

field.
Our procedure is first to lock the SEW (1.2-5.5 /zm)

KAO fragment to Selby et at. 's (1988) narrow band photom-

TABLE3. (a) Refined near-infrared magnitudes derived post facto from our
model and composite spectra. Passbands are as declared in Paper I. (b)
Refined mid-infrared magnitudes derived post facto from our model and
composite spectra. Passbands are as declared in Paper 1.

(a)

Star Jn Kn Ln J H K L L' M
a Lyr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

a CMa -1.39 -1.37 -1.36 -1.39 -1.40 -1.37 -1.36 -1.36 -1.36
Gem

a Boo

a Hya
OC Tau

_/And

F/Peg

-0.55 -1.14 -1.23 -0.40 -1.04 -1.12 -1.20 -1.22 -1.09

-2.27 -3.07 -3.17 -2.14 -2.96 -3.04 -3.15 -3.15 -2.93

-0.44 -1.26 -1.38 -0.30 -1.11 -1.22 -1.35 -1.36 -1.12

-1.97 -2.93 -3.06 -1.84 -2.74 -2.90 -3.04 -3.05 -2.77

-0.89 -1.93 -2.05 -0.78 -1.73 -1.89 -2.02 -2.02 -1.78

-1.18 -2.33 -2.49 -1.09 -2.09 -2.29 -2.45 -2.47 -2.20

(b)

Star 8.7 N 11.7 Q IRAS12 IRAS25

a Lyr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

a CMa -1.35 -1.35 -1.35 -1.34 -1.35 -1.34

Gem

a Boo

a Hya
a Tau

/_ And

/_ Peg

-1.21 -1.22 -1.22 -1.23 -1.22 -1.22

-3.12 -3.14 -3.16 -3.16 -3.15 -3.16

-1.25 -1.31 -1.35 -1.35 -1.35 -1.35

-2.95 -3.02 -3.07 -3.08 -3.08 -3.10

-1.96 -2.05 -2.11 -2.12 -2.11 -2.12

-2.37 -2.44 -2.49 -2.51 -2.48 -2.51

etry in the Kn and Ln bands, and to UKIRT M photometry.

These two Selby filters were very carefully selected to

sample the cleanest parts of the terrestrial atmospheric trans-

mission curve in the general vicinities of the conventional

broadband K and L' passbands. They are only 0.05 and 0.14

/.tm in FWHM, respectively, and we have vindicated the con-

tention that these are robust bandpasses by calculating the

isophotal wavelengths and transmission-weighted monochro-

matic flux densities for these when used at Manna Kea and at

a lower elevation site (Tables 1 and 2 of Paper I). There are

no differences with site (using annual average transmission

curves for each site's observing season) in either isophotal

wavelength (Paper I) or F x . The choice of the filters was

originally motivated by equally rigorous work on the abso-

lute IR calibration of Vega (Mountain et al. 1985; Leggett

et ai. 1986; Blackwell et al. 1991).

Both Kn and Ln are defined by tandem filters, one narrow

band, and the other conventional (the latter are the UKIRT

standard K and L' bands), each component separately speci-

fied to have out-of-band rejections of 10 -4 or better from the

UV to at least 10/zm (Leggett 1994; Mountain 1994; Petford

1994) The separate transmission curves of the filter elements

of these tandem combinations were measured in the labora-

tory at 78 K by Selby (documentation is most complete for

the laboratory sessions of July 1, 1981, July 12, and Septem-

ber 13, 1982), using a specially designed monochromator

and an absolutely calibrated furnace (typically run at 1254

K). He determined there were no out-of-band leaks greater

than 10 -4 of the peak transmission in any of the standard

UKIRT filter set (JHKLL'M), which includes the two (K,L')

used as broadband blocking filters for Kn and Ln. The nar-

row band tandem combinations were regularly measured in

their usual cryostat before and after observing sessions at

Tenerife by Selby (Petford 1994), with the same equipment

and yielded similar results. Best documented are actual mea-
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surements made on November 17, 1980 with the furnace and

monochromator. Blocking of Kn and Ln were found to be

superior to 10 -5 and likely to be no poorer than 10 -6 . Such

values are also cited by both Leggett (1994) and Mountain

(1994), whose Ph.D. dissertations depended on these pass-

bands. For example, Leggett's thesis stipulates "The narrow

band filters were blocked by wider filters to reduce any filter

leakage. We searched for leakage on site using the furnace
with combinations of warm and cold filters. The leakage of
unblocked filters was estimated to be _<0.01%." Hence,

blocked filter leakage was much superior to this figure of
0.01%.

Realizing just how difficult and important were their at-

tempts to calibrate Vega absolutely, Blackwell, Selby, Moun-

tain, and Leggett in their various efforts and publications

were at pains to detail all possible sources of uncertainty,

down to the component level. The DC linearity of the lnSb

system overall was of great concern (cf. Mountain et al.
1985) and forms the substance of a separate and detailed

document (McGregor 1977). In particular, the Ohmic prop-
erties of the Victoreen feedback resistors (the dominant

source of potential concern) were established to be linear to
better than 0.5%. The detectors were (and still are) run in

low voltage and low-current circumstances. High voltages
would occasion far more concern in terms of possible non-

linearities and the figure of <0.5% was obtained even when

measuring signals far higher than those due to stars on the

relevant telescope. The amplifier chains have been, and are

still, regularly measured and found to harbor no nonlineari-
ties above the 0.01% level and their gains are well calibrated

(Hammersley 1994). Questions of potential saturation, and

hence nonlinearities, may also arise in the context of a com-

parison between stars as bright as a Tau with Vega. The InSb

system in question has a very large dynamic range. This

multichannel narrow band system is still in frequent use in

The Canaries on both 1.5 m and 4.5 m telescopes. No satu-
ration effects have been detected in use on stars with the flux

densities of ot Tau even on the 4.5 m (William Herschel)

telescope. Stars as faint as K=18 or fainter are routinely

measured so the dynamic range in the linear regime of

detector/system behavior is established to be far larger than

the span between infrared-bright stars like a Tau and Vega.

The use of the doubly blocked narrow band filters on the 1.5

m telescope employed by Blackwell and colleagues, a for-

tiori excludes any possibility of detector saturation. In addi-

tion, as detailed by Mountain et al. (1985), the original cali-

bration work involved direct comparison of Vega with an

absolute furnace on the telescope. The issues of dynamic

range and saturation were, therefore, central to the measure-

ments made by these authors, hence their painstaking efforts

to assure that no source of potential error was overlooked.

In our spectral assembly scheme (Paper II) we next lock

the CGS3 fragment (typically from 7.4-13.4 /xm) to [8.7]

and [11.7] photometry obtained from the UKIRT using their
standard bolometer (UKT8) with characterized cold filter

transmission curves. Rejection was measured in July 1982 by

Beattie at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh at the request of

Barlow and Cohen. A series of documented experiments was

also carded out at Mauna Kea using UKIRT on July 27, 1982

and combining these internal cold filters with external warm

ones in the 10/.tm region. Memoranda indicate "zero" sig-

nals were detected through these combinations, with implied

rejections of at least 3 x 10 -5, or better, out of band. Issues of

linearity were again covered in McGregor's (1977) report.

The actual magnitudes of the five stars in the Kn, Ln, M,

8.7, and 11.7/zm filters (in a context in which Vega is 0.000

at all wavelengths) that we used to assemble their composite

spectra are summarized in Tables 4-8 (and Paper II). The

sources for photometry and assigned uncertainties are Seiby

et al. (1988) and Deacon (1991). The 8.7 and 11.7 #m pair

of filters is critical to calibrating our 10 /zm spectral frag-

ments for any star. Therefore, we append here the typical

details of this narrow band 10/zm photometry for one star in
order to characterize the dataset that constitutes Deacon's

table of photometry for "standard stars." Because we use a

Tau to illustrate spectrum assembly we will also use its pho-
tometry to exemplify the pedigree of Deacon's tabulated

magnitudes.
There are several distinct elements to this photometry, one

of which is based on measurements with germanium bolom-

eters actually made by Cohen and Barlow over a 13 yr period

(August 1976-August 1989) from several telescopes: the 3.8
m UKIRT, the 1.5 m at Cerro Tololo, the 1.3 m at Kitt Peak,

and the Minnesota-San Diego Mount Lemmon Observatory
1.5 m. Cohen and Barlow were able to construct a set of

midinfrared magnitudes from these hundreds of standard star

measurements akin to those by Thomas et al. (1973), Gehrz

et al. (1974), Cohen & Bariow (1974, 1980). Of these mea-

surements, the magnitudes relevant to our spectral calibra-
tion effort are solely those for M, [8.7], and [11.7]. For M.

Deacon (1991) took the published spectrophotometry of

SEW for bright standard stars and integrated these spectra

through the combination of the cold system (UKIRT) pass-
band and the Mauna Kea atmosphere. These provided M data

for stars such as oeTau and fl Peg relative to Vega (adopted to

be zero magnitude at all wavelengths shortward of 20 #m).

The reproducibility of the SEW dataset was found to be no
worse than 2% in absolute signal and shape (cf. SEW) so

these relative magnitudes are felt to be good to about ---0.02,
a value defensible by comparison with the Cohen and Bar-

low broadband archive. Use of an airborne spectral archive

to define stellar M brightness with respect to Vega (zero

magnitude) leads to a much more reliable determination even
for relative magnitudes than typical ground-based observa-

tions. The 5 /zm "window" is notoriously variable in time

from the ground but observations are considerably more re-

producible from 12.5 km altitude.
The second element is the set of [8.7] magnitudes. These

were most precisely systematized during 1980 and 1981 us-

ing the UKT8 bolometer on the UKIRT telescope, although

values good to ___0.02-0.03 were already available in the
literature. Nights were clear, calm, and mostly quite transpar-

ent. During six nights (UT 1980 September 1 and 3, 1981
October 18, 19, 20, and 21) we made 92 measurements of

standard stars, referring the cool giants to both Vega and

Sirius to establish accurate and traceable zero points for

[8.7]. Conditions were quite stable: zero points reproduced to

within a few percent and resulted in sensible extincti,_N ,_1-
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ues. Extinction in this filter varied during the overall observ-

ing runs between 0.05 and 0.60 mag/AM, but the average

value for the relevant six nights was better defined, at 0.11

±0.05 mag/AM. We concentrated on defining relative mag-

nitudes between a cool giant and either Vega or Sirius, with

minimal airmass differences between the pairs. A typical
cool star had ten measurements relative to either Vega or

Sirius, and we used an aperture of diameter 8 arcsec with
UKT8. Below we summarize the salient measurements for a

Tau in [8.7].

1980, August 31. The observed values of A[8.7] between

a Tau and ot Lyr were -3.03_+0.03 with airmasses of 1.02

and 1.06, respectively, while a second set gave -3.00_+0.01

with airmasses of 1.03 and 1.10, respectively (extinction at

8.7/zm was measured at 0.05_+0.05 mag/AM). With Vega as

0.00 these magnitude differences translate directly into the
magnitude of a Tau.

1981, October 17. The observed value of A[8.7] between

a Tau and a CMa was -1.61_+0.01, with airmasses of 1.37

and 1.26, respectively. Extinction was measured at 0.16

_+0.05 mag/AM for the October 17-19, 1981 period so from
this we find a Tau has [8.7]=-2.98_+0.01, with a CMa as

[8.7]=-1.35 (Paper I). A second set of measurements be-

tween the same pair of stars on this night yielded A[8.7]=

-1.68___0.01 with airmasses of 1.05 and 1.64, respectively,
when [8.7] = - 2.93-+0.03.

1981, October 18. The observed value of A[8.7] between
ot Tau and a CMa was -1.63-+0.01, with airmasses of 1.18

and 1.25, respectively. From this we find tr Tau has [8.7]=
-2.97±0.01.

1981, October 19. The observed value of A[8.7] between

ot Tau and ot Lyr was -2.97-+0.01, with airmasses of 1.14

and 1.02, respectively. From this we find a_Tau has [8.7]=

-2.99-+0.02. On the same night, A[8.7] between a Tau and

a CMa was -1.59_+0.01, with airmasses of 1.02 and 1.25,
respectively; whence [8.7]=-2.90___0.02.

By inverse variance weighting we finally obtain a Tau's
[8.7] as -2.97_+0.01.

We note that recent independent determinations by Han-
ner (1994) at the IRTF yield [8.7]=-2.97_+0.02 for a Tau,

in a filter similar to the cold characterized UKIRT 8.7. This,

too, is in the context of Vega as zero magnitude.

The third element is [11.7] data. Because a homogeneous

exoatmospheric archive like IRAS is not subject to the vagar-

ies of transparency or extinction changes which occur even

on Mauna Kea, and due to the close proximity of central

wavelengths between the IRAS 12 and the UKIRT 11.7/zm
bands, we believe it to be far more secure to derive the

precise value of [11.7] for ot Tau directly from [12]. Deacon
(1991) has presented an analysis of IRAS flux densities ob-

tained for a number of IR-bright "calibrators." He placed
heavy reliance on the IRAS Pointed Observation archive at

Rutherford Laboratory, in particular on measurements with

the "DPP" macros taken by Barlow and Willis, augmented

by "DPS" macros (cf. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 on Young et al.

1985) and later by the body of the Serendipitous Survey
Catalog (Kleinmann et al. 1986). Although Point Source

Catalog (1988, hereafter referred to as PSC) data were also

used these IRAS Pointed Observations (PO) clearly have

higher significance. The issue is not one of signal to noise

ratio (SNR): all these bright cool giants have large formal
SNR in the PSC but their "RELUNC" values (the relative

uncertainties taking into account any systematics and the

time since the last internal stimulator flashes) are generally a
few percent. By contrast, the PO data have less intrinsic scat-
ter than PSC measurements and contain their own contem-

poraneous stimulator flashes. Indeed, Aumann et al. (1984)

have documented the accuracy of PO at 1% in [12], rather

better than the precision attainable from the ground even

with large telescopes. Consequently, Deacon was able to de-
termine that o_Tau has a [12] of -3.05±0.01.

In his dissertation Deacon used standard IR philosophy in
extrapolating monochromatic flux densities from 12 to 11.7

/xm, namely to posit that o_Tau behaves as a Planck function

at its effective temperature. With hindsight (e.g., Paper II) we

would now argue that a far better representation for a Tau is
to assert that, longward of the obvious SiO fundamental ab-

sorption in K and M giants, stars are already in the domain

where Fx_h -4. This asymptotic domain is not attained by

Planck functions or stellar models for stellar temperatures by

12 /xm, but real stars appear to have true Rayleigh-Jeans
(R J) spectra by this wavelength. Because the wavelength dif-

ference between 11.7 and 12 /zm is so tiny, the difference

between a true RJ slope in this wavelength region and an

actual model atmospheric spectrum (or even a Planck func-

tion) for cool giants is virtually negligible. Hence the differ-

ence in deduced [11.7] between the strictly incorrect black-

body assumption and the more accurate RJ method is only
0.004 mag in modulus. This calculation indicates that Dea-

con's methodology and tabulated magnitudes (for all relevant

K and M giants in his Table 2.4) are meaningfully converted
from [12] to [11.7], to much better than 0.01 mag.

For photometry to support ot Hya we have cast further

afield, using high-precision observations made in support of
our efforts by Carter (1994) in the South African Astronomi-

cal Observatory's HKL passbands, and measurements made

in the ESO narrow band 10/_m filters (Bouchet et al. (1991),

to whose published passbands (ESO User's Manual) we have

added our calculated representative atmosphere for the La

Silla site. To provide a traceable 5/zm magnitude for a Hya,
we have used Koornneef's (1983) old ESO "M", with

Bessell & Brett's (1988) recommended combination of this

filter passband and atmosphere. In addition, we found the

broad "N" magnitude by Thomas et al. (1973) to be useful.

In order to use these photometric systems we required not
only that cold filter profiles were available but also that zero

points were traceable. This was facilitated by published ob-

servations of Sirius in all these passbands.

In this section we have fully described the pedigree of the

photometry in Tables 4-8 and in Paper II, on which basis we

adjusted the radiometric levels of spectral fragments from

relative to absolute irradiances prior to the splicing proce-
dures, and generated local "biases" (see below).

5. OUR ARCHIVE OF COMPOSITES

Tables 4-8 reproduce the header information that accom-

panies all five new composite spectra (cf. Paper II, Tables 2,
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TABLE4."Header"in_rmalionaccompanying fl Pegcomposite.

3-10-92 OBSERVED SPECTRUM OF BETA PEGASI

Peg photometry file: photometry actually used to construct the spectrum

Name FWHM Mag.d:Unc. Eft Wvl Eft Wvl Fa

(Vega) (star) W cm-: /_txn-'

(pin) (#m) (itm)

Kn 0.0488 -2.33±0.01 2.208 2.205 3.37E-13

Ln 0.1443 -2.49±0.01 3.782 3.763 5.11E-14

M 0.6677 -2.12±0.02 4.758 4.720 1.50E-14

8.7 1.1576 -2.39±0.01 8.753 8.727 1.77E-15

11.7 1.2008 -2.47±0.01 11.650 11.621 6.14E-16

Spectral fragments and portions of these actually used in observed spectrum

(''used" may include combination with other data where overlaps occur)

Fragment Reference Total range Start and stop Average resolving

(/,m) wavelengths (pro) power

NIR 1 1.22-5.70 1.22-5.14 50

K A O 2 5.23-8.06 5.23-8.06 65,100

8-13 3 7.50-13.07 8.03-13.07 55,55,55

LRS 4 7.70-22.74 13.10-21.00 30

LONG 5 1.25-35.00 19.45-35.00

References:

• 1. Strecker, Erickson, and Witteborn 1979, Ap.J. Suppl., 41, 501.

• 2. FOGS data of August 5, 1986 KAO flight [_ Peg/o Lyr]; and Nov.

27-28 and 28-29, 1990 KAO flights [fl Peg/o Tau].

• 3. CGS3 UKIRT data of July 16, 1990 of M. Barlow (priv. comm. to

MC) and Mt Lenvnon FOGS data of Oct. 11 and 14, 1989 [_ Peg/e Lyr];

Barlow's CGS3 UKIRT data of Oct. 5, 1990 [_ Peg/e Tau]; and our previously

defined _ Tau 8--13 pm data.

• 4. LRS raw data extracted from C_LRSVAX" Groningen archive at NASA-Ames

• 5. Engelke Fn. used for T=3600K (see Blackwell, Lynas-Gray, and Petford

1991, h_h, 245, 567) and ant. diam. of 16.727 mas; we rescaled this

to 16.98 mas. This Engelke Ftmction was locked to the photometrically

scaled combination of 8-13 and LRS spectra by splicing and used to

replace the observations from 19.45 #m. h conservative error of 6.0_

in EFn. due to effective temperature uncertainty was input for this

fragment.

INFORMATION ON SPLICES AND BIASES INCURRED

Process Factor determined +Bias (%)

NIR cf. photometry 1.025 0.90

813 cf. photometry 1.029 0.64

LRS blue/ted bias - 0.16

LRS splice to 813 0.995 0.01

KAO joint splice to

NIR and merged 813/LRS 1.007 0.11

Engelke Fn. splice to

combined 813/LRS 1.030 0.77

3, and 4 for the same pedigree for the ot Tau composite). The

date of original assembly appears, along with details of the

photometry used to calibrate the composite radiometrically.

The FWHM of the relevant passbands and their effective

wavelengths for the Vega spectrum and for the star in ques-

tion are recorded, along with the monochromatic specific in-

tens±ties. All archival spectral fragments are detailed, with

their total spectral ranges, the ranges of their data that were

actually utilized, and their average resolving power over that

spectral range (expressed as the resolving power, MAk).

When several spectra are available, the relevant resolving

powers are presented in the order in which the fragments are
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TAB_ 5."He_er"in_rmationaccompanying a Boocomposffe.

4-28-93 OBSERVED SPECTRUM OF ALPHA BOOTIS

Boo photometry file: photometry actually used to construct the spectrum

Name FWHM Mag.+Unc. EffWvl EffWvl F_

(Vega) (star) W cm -2 ltm-'

(l,m) (#m) (#m)

Kn 0.0488 -3.07+0.01 2.208 2.205 6.66E-13

Ln 0.1443 -3.15+0.01 3.782 3.762 9.39E-14

M 0.6677 -2.97+0.02 4.758 4.736 3.25E-14

8.7 1.1576 -3.12+0.01 8.753 8.730 3.46E-15

11.7 1.2008 -3.19+0.03 11.650 11.621 1.19E-15

Spectral fragments and portions of these actually used in observed spectrum

('Cused" may include combination with other data where overlaps occur)

Fragment Reference Total range Start and stop Average resolving

(pm) wavelengths (vm) power

NIR 1 1.22-5.70 1.22-4.22 50

KAO 2 3.65-9.39 4.44-8.17 150

8-13 3 7.65-13.17 7.65-10.96 220,55

LRS 4 7.80-22.70 11.10-19.00 30

LONG 5 1.25-35.00 19.10-35.00 -

References:

• 1. Strecker, Erickson, and Witteborn 1979, Ap.J. Suppl., 41, 501.

• 2. FOGS data of May 11, 1992 KAO flight [_ Boo/_ Lyr].

• 3. FOGS Mt Lemmon data of Feb. 24, 1992 [o Boo/o Lyr] and CGS3 UKIRT

data of May 24 and 25, 1991 (Barlow, priv. con,,, to MC) [G Boo/_

Peg] .

• 4. LRS raw data extracted from the new Groningen IRAS database and

recalibrated with 'CLRSCAL" routine in ''GIPSY" package.

• 5. Engelke Fn. used for Tf4362K (see Blackwell, Lynas-Gray, and Petford

1991, A&A, 245, 567) and angular diameter=20.430 mas; we rescaled this

to 20.80 mas. This Engelke Function was locked to the photometrically

scaled combination of 8-13 and LRS spectra by splicing and used to

replace the observations beyond 19.10 pm. A conservative error of

6.0_ in EFn. due to effective temperature uncertainty vas input for

this fragment.

INFORMATION ON SPLICES AND BIASES INCURRED

Process Factor determined +Bias (%)

NIR cf. photometry 1.002 0.89

813 cf. photometry 1.056 0.85

LRS blue/red bias - 0.03

LRS splice to 813 0.933 0.03

KAO joint splice to

NIR and merged 813/LRS 0.850 0.32

Engelke Fn. splice to

combined 813/LRS 1.037 0.26

described in the "Reference" section accompanying each

table. Although the actual spectral resolution is variable with

wavelength in a composite spectrum, the degradation of

higher resolution spectrum to match the resolutions of lower

resolution spectra effectively leads to a low-resolution ar-

chive.

These six composites are rather similar at all wavelengths

in their overall effective resolving powers, typically around

50. Of course, mere usage of a high-resolution grating does

not of itself provide a high resolution product, because see-

ing conditions and spectrometer aperture all lead to a degra-

dation in the resolution actually achieved. For example,
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TABLE6. "Header" information accompanying fl And composite.

10-15-93 OBSERVED SPECTRUM OF BETA ANDROMEDAE

And photometry file: photometry actually used

Name FWHM Mag.+Unc. EffWvl EffWvl

(Vega) (star)

(_m) (_m) (_m)
Kn 0.0488 -1.93-t-0.01 2.208 2.205

Ln 0.1443 -2.06-1-0.01 3.782 3.762

M 0.6677 -1.74-1-0.02 4.758 4.749

8.7 1.1576 -1.98-t-0.01 8.753 8.736

11.7 1.2008 -2.09:1:0.01 11.650 11.622

Spectral fragments and portions of these

(''used" may include combination with other

to construct the spectrum

Fx

W cm -2 /_m -1

2.33E-13

3.44E-14

1.04E-14

1.21E-15

4.28E-16

actually used in observed spectrum

data where overlaps occur)

Fragment Reference TotM range Start and stop Average resolving

(/_m) wavelengths (#m) power

NIR 1 1.22-5.50 1.22-4.14 50

KAO 2 3.38-10.12 4.26-7.89 50,50,45,70,150

8-13 3 7.59-13.06 7.59-13.06 65,55

LRS 4 7.70-22.60 7.70-16.90 30

LONG 5 15.52-24.09 16.95-23.37 73

VERY-LONG 6 1.25-35.00 12.00-35.00 -

References:

• I. Strecker, Erickson, and Witteborn 1979, Ap.J. Suppl., 41, 501.

• 2. FOGS data of Nov. 29, 1983, Dec. I, 1983, and Dec. 12, 1985

KAO flights [_ And/_ Tau]; Jan. 18, 1991 FOGS and SIRAS data [_ And/_

CMa]; and HIFOGS KAO flight of July 21, 1993 [_ And/G Lyr].

• 3. FOGS Mt Lemon data of Sept. 17, 1985 [_ And/_ Peg] and UKIRT

CGS3 data of August 29, 1993 [_ And/o CMa] and [_ And/_ Tau].

• 4. LRS raw data extracted from the new Groningen IRAS database and

recalibrated with C'LRSCAL" routine in ''GIPSY" package.

• 5. UKIRT CGS3 20 um ratio of [_ And/a Tau] of Oct. 5, 1990.

• 6. Engelke Fn. used for T=3839K (see Blackwell, Lynas-Gray, and Petford

1991, A&A, 245, 567) and angular diameter=f3.219 milliarcsec; we rescaled

this to 13.71 mas. This Engelke Function was locked to the photometrically

scaled combination of 8-13, LRS, and LONG spectra by splicing and used

to replace the observations beyond 12.00 _m (bias only ±0.16_). The

uncertainty in EFn. due to an effective temperature error of lOOK

is 2.7_ vhich was input as the error of this fragment because of the

additional shape constraints available from the LONG spectral fragment.

INFORMATION ON SPLICES AND BIASES INCURRED

Process

NIR cf. photometry 0.983

813 cf. photometry 0.997

LRS blue/red bias

LRS splice to 813 0.941

KAO joint splice to

NIR and merged 813/LRS 0.881

Engelke Fn. splice to

combined 813/LRS/CGS3-20pm 1.075

Factor determined +Bias (%)

0.90

0.66

0.07

0.14

0.05

0.16

SEWs circular variable filter wheel was a 1.5% device, ca-

pable of a formal resolving power of 70. But its use on the

KAO with apertures of 30-40" surely lowered this power to

around 50.

Note that the maximum possible wavelength coverage

was used to constrain any splice and to enhance signal-to-

noise ratios in regions of overlapping independent data. Sub-

sequently, we select a specific wavelength above which we

use one fragment, and below, the other. However, the lower

spectral resolution fragment at this juncture may embody
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T_a3_ 7."Header"in_rmationaccomp_ying fl Gem _mposite.

09-12-94 OBSERVED SPECTRUN OF BETA GF_fqINORUM

Gem photometry file: photometry actually used to construct the spectrum

Name FWHM Mag.=t=Unc. EffWvl EffWvl Fx

(Vega) (stax) W cm -2 /am-'

(t_m) (#m) (#m)

Kn 0.0488 -1.14+0.02 2.208 2.205 1.13E-13

Ln 0.1443 -1.21-F0.02 3.782 3.762 1.57E-14

M 0.6677 -1.13-4-0.02 4.758 4.733 5.95E-15

8.7 1.1576 -1.21+0.02 8.753 8.725 5.96E-16

11.7 1.2008 -1.22+0.02 11.650 11.623 1.94E-16

Spectral fragments and portions of these actually used in observed spectrum

(''used" may include combination with other data where overlaps occur)

Fragment Reference Total range Start and stop Average resolving

(#m) wavelengths (#m) power

NIR 1 1.22-5.66 1.22-4.90 50

KAO 2 4.92-9.39 4.92-7.63 150

8-13 3 7.67-12.83 7.67-10.38 55

LRS 4 7.80-22.60 10.39-12.94 30

LONG 5 16.14-24.61 16.26-24.02 73

VERY-LONG 6 1.25-35.00 12.95-35.00 -

References:

• 1. Strecker, Erickson, and Witteboru 1979, Ap.J. Suppl., 41, 501.

• 2. HIFOGS data of Dec. 21, 1991KAO flight [fl Gem/_ CNa].

• 3. CGS3 UKIRT data of Nov. 5, 1993 [fl Gem/o Tau] (multiplied by

CGS3 UKIRT [_ Tau/_ CMa] from Nov. 9, 1991). Confirmed by UKIRT

CGS3 [fl Gem/_ CNa] of Nov. 3 and 4, 1993.

• 4. LRS raw data extracted from the new Groningen IRAS database and

recalibrated ,ith ''LRSCAL" routine in 'CGIPSY" package.

• 5. CGS3 UKIRT 20 #m ratio of [fl Gem/G CMa] of Feb. 7, 1994 from

the UKIRT archives.

• 6. Engelke Fn. used for T=4866K (see Black,ell, Lynas-Gray, and Petford

1991, AaA, 245, 567) and ang. diam.=7.807 milliarcsec; ,e rescaled

this to 8.07 mas. This Engelke Function was locked to the photometrically

scaled combination of 8-13, LRS, and LONG spectra by splicing and used

to replace the observations beyond 12.95 _m (bias ±0.14_). The uncertainty

in EFn. due to an effective temperature error of lOOK is 2.1_ vhich

,as input as the uncertainty in this extrapolating fragment because

of the additional shape constraints available from the LONG spectral

fragment.

INFOBRATION ON SPLICES AND BIASES INCURRED

Process

NIR cf. photometry 1.020

813 cf. photometry 1.019

LRS blue/red bias

LRS splice to 813 1.115

KAO joint splice to

NIR and merged 813/LRS 1.025

Engelke Fn. splice to

combined 813/LRS/CGS3-20/,tm 1.052

Factor determined +Bias (%)

1.26

1.03

0.09

0.33

0.06

0.14

inverse-variance weighted combined data from both spectra

in the overlap region, changing the original fragment (as de-

scribed above in Sec. 2), so these wavelength cutoffs are not

rigid. Information also appears on all processes undertaken

during assembly, with their results (scale factor and uncer-

tainties or "biases"). Scale factors best match spectral frag-

ments to the observed in-band fluxes from photometry, while

biases represent the uncertainties associated with each scale
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TAaLE8."Header"in_rmationaccompanying a Hyacomposite.

12-12-94 OBSERVED SPECTRUM OF ALPHA HYDRAE

o Hya photometry file: photometry actually used to construct the spectrum
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Name FWHM Mag.4-Unc. Eft Wvl Eft Wvl Fx Source

(Vega) (star) W cm -2 /lm -1

(_m) (_m) (_m)
SAAO-H 0.2896 -1.074+0.015 1.655 1.638 3.09E-13 Carter 1994

SAAO-K 0.3902 -1.223+0.016 2.221 2.219 1.19E-13 Carter 1994

SAAO-L 0.5648 -1.3414-0.010 3.474 3.459 2.46E-14 Carter 1994

M 0.5418 -1.1074-0.042 4.748 4.764 5.87E-15 Koornneef 1983

ESO-M 0.3588 -1.1664-0.042 4.733 4.714 6.28E-15 Bouchet et al. 1989

ESO-N1 0.8954 -1.2804-0.051 8.373 8.369 7.50E-16 Bouchet et al. 1989

ESO-N2 1.2949 -1.324+0.039 9.849 9.860 3.74E-16 Bouchet et al. 1989

ESO-N3 1.2381 -1.4245=0.054 12.567 12.538 1.72E-16 Bouchet et al. 1989

N 5.1318 -1.32 =[=0.036 10.161 10.219 3.25E-16 Thomas et al. 1973

Spectral fragments and portions of these actually used in observed spectrum

('Cused" may include combination vith other data where overlaps occur)

Fragment Re_rence Totalrange Start and stop Average resolving

(#m) wavelengths (l,m) power

NIR 1 1.24-5.46 1.24-5.46 50

KAO 2 5.20-8.00 5.20-8.00 150

8-13 3 7.59-13.31 7.59-13.31 55

LRS 4 7.67-22.74 8.05-22.74 30

LONG 5 1.25-35.00 10.65-35.00 -

References:

• 1. Strecker, Erickson, and Witteborn 1979, Ap.J. Suppl., 41, 501;

actually used fragment for _i And, K3-IIb.

s 2. FOGS data of April 17, 1990 KAO flight [a Hya/a CMa] in New Zealand.

s 3. CGS3 UKIRT data of Feb. 9, 1993 [a Hya/a CNa].

• 4. LRSVAX version of Groningen database at NASA-Ames; spliced and

recalibrated.

s 5. Engelke Fn. used for T=4141K (see Bell 1993, _RAS, 264, 345);

we found the best fitting ang. diam. to be 9.27 milliarcsec. This

Engelke Function was locked to the photometrically scaled combination

of 8-13 and the LRS, by _'splicing" and used to replace the observations

beyond 10.65 #m with a conservative estimated uncertainty in EFn. of

6X.

INFORMATION ON SPLICES AND BIASES INCURRED

Process Factor determined q-Bias (%)

NIR cf. photometry 1.473

813 cf. photometry 0.777

LRS blue/red bias

LRS splice to 813 0.888

KAO joint splice to

NIR and merged 813/LRS 0.993

Engelke Fn. splice to

combined 813/LRS/CGS3-20#m 0.860

0.50

2.61

0.23

0.40

0.63

0.37

factor. Biases, therefore, are correlated errors that represent

entire ranges of the overall spectrum, rather than the uncor-

related errors that are specific to each individual wavelength

point. Two kinds of bias occur: "local" biases arising from

scaling of spectral fragments; and "global" that derive di-

rectly from the underpinning uncertainty in the absolute cali-

brations of Vega and Sirius (Paper I).

We prefer to provide pristine data whenever possible,

rather than to regrid each composite to some equally spaced

or common wavelength scale. Each composite, therefore,

has a different set of wavelengths. We tabulate wave-

length; monochromatic specific intensity (Fx in units of

Wcm -2hem-l); total uncertainty (also in units of

W cm -2/zm -1) associated with this value of Fx; local bias;
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Ft6. 7. The six observed composite spectra in the regions of the CO and SiO
fundamentals, plotted in k4Fx space, each normalized by their mean level
between 12 and 35/zm. Each star has a different line type and one can see
a progression of deeper bands with cooler stars.

and global bias. For most applications, "total uncertainty" is

the error term most appropriate to use. It is the standard

deviation of the spectral irradiance and includes the local and

global biases. Local and global biases are given as a percent

of the irradiance. The global bias does not contribute error to

flux ratios or color measurements, and may be removed (in

the root-sum-square sense) from the total error.

Figure 7 offers a direct comparison of these six composite

spectra in the region containing the dominant spectral struc-

ture due to the fundamentals of CO and SiO. To intercom-

pare different stars one would ideally normalize all spectra

using a subregion of the wavelength region of interest. One

might think that the 6.5-7.5/zm region between CO and SiO

would be the natural region in which to normalize. However,

the onset of water vapor absorption near 6.5 ,tim makes this

region unsuitable (the absorption is clearest for the coolest

star, fl Peg, but is also shown by fl And). Consequently, we

have adjusted them according to their average levels between

12 and 35 tzm, where there is no significant observed struc-

ture. To mitigate the very steep decay of flux densities in

these stellar spectra we have again treated all spectra in h4Fx

space. There are some slight differences in overall curvature

between stars in Fig. 7, solely due to their different tempera-

tures, but one can clearly see that there is an essentially

monotonic progression in absorption band depths with late-

ness of spectral type (although fl Peg does not always have

the lowest spectrum--perhaps its higher luminosity class in-

validates this direct comparison with the other class III gi-

ants).

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have assembled absolutely calibrated, complete, con-

tinuous stellar spectra for six stars: ot Tau, fl Peg, a Boo, fl

And, fl Gem, and a Hya. These spectra are tightly con-

strained by carefully characterized photometry and have an

estimated absolute uncertainty of order 3% (ltr) across most

of the 1.2-35 bun range. Such spectra establish the pedigree

for secondary stellar standards and thereby the flexibility to

calibrate arbitrary filter systems and sensors on the ground,

from airplanes, or satellites. These composite spectra with

their associated pedigree files can be obtained through

NASA's ADC at the Goddard Space Flight Center.
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APPENDIX

1. Data Available on the AAS CD-ROM Series

The digital (ASCII) version of the six calibrated stellar

spectra portrayed in Fig. 4 can be found in the Fifth volume

of the AAS CD-ROM series. These are represented as five-

column files, with the detailed structure given in Sec. 5, para-

graph 4. In addition, we have archived the two calibrated

Kurucz model spectra for Vega and Sirius on the CD-ROM.

These appear as five-column files with the same structure as

the six stellar spectra.
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